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AbstractCompression of DNA sequence is rapidly evolving as a field of research. The researchers are persistently
analysing the DNA sequences for several purposes. Hence, the DNA sequences have to be stored and transmitted
for analysing the DNA sequences. However, the huge size of the DNA sequences leads to a high cost for
transmission. Thus, compressing the DNA sequence data is essential to reduce the size, minimise transmission
costand help in achieving efficient analysis. This study aimed to set the encoder and decoder for DNA sequence
compression. This study proposed a deep LSTM Neural Network to compress the DNA sequence that leads to
various merits effectively. Initially, the DNA sequence dataset is taken as input. The data is loaded, and the
vectorizer technique is performed using the encoder, channel and decoder. Then, the encoder and decoder are set
for compression. The compression process is performed through the proposed Deep LSTM Neural Network. The
Deep LSTM Neural Network consists of the LSTM layer, dense layer and hidden layer. The trained model is
taken into account to find the compression results. Thus the results are finally analysed to validate its efficiency.
Keywords: DNA sequence compression, Deep LSTM Neural Network, Encoder and Decoder, Minimised
Size and Efficient Analysis.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Deoxyribonucleic Acid, abbreviated as DNA, comprises of four-bases. They are Adenine (A), Guanine (G),
Thymine (T) as well as Cytosine (C). A huge count of DNA sequences requires high storage space. Hence, there
arises a need to determine the way to minimise the size. Indeed, data compression is a technique where the data
encoding is done in a small bit count, which is utilised by the decrypted data. Recently, the widespread utilisation
of the DNA sequences in diverse fields led to rapid growth in the count of such sequences residing in the DNA
databases. These sequences have been stored in an uncompressed form. This requires more storage space. Thus,
an effective methodology to store huge data in the minimum count of nucleotides have been introduced in this
study [1] that utilised Huffman coding of minimum variance. The algorithm affords a high code rate corresponding
to the DNA sequences. Thus, this minimised the synthesising cost. It includes compression as well as the variable
length of constraint coding. This methodology can be extended further to other multi-media data. Besides, error
detection, as well as correction, can be executed in the DNA sequences for making them robust. Moreover, this
paper [2] explored that LZW is a universal methodology to compress the textual data. This is used in the
compression of huge DNA sequences. Its utility in DNA sequence compression is expected to have huge merits
to the research community [3]. Similarly, this paper [4] introduced an ETBWT-II-LCP methodology to assist in
compressing as well as indexing huge DNA sequence collections. Following this methodology, decoding time, as
well as memory space, is reduced. This proves the efficiency of the proposed method. Likewise, this study
explored a DNA compressor – DNAC-SBE. The proposed compressor has been assessed to validate its efficacy.
The outcomes revealed that the proposed compressor performed effectively than the traditional compressors with
respect to the compression ratio in spite of the data size or file format. The proposed compressor is highly suitable
when the storage space, data transfer and compressed data are vital. More attempts are yet to be implemented for
optimising the compression speed and memory utilisation [5]. To overcome these issues, this study introduced a
Deep LSTM Neural Network to accomplish DNA Sequence compression effectively.
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The major contributions of this study are listed below.




To set the encoder and decoder for compressing the DNA sequences.
To effectively compress the DNA sequence using the proposed Deep LSTM Neural Network.
To analyse the compression outcomes of the proposed methodology with respect to time, ratio and loss
so as to validate the efficiency of the system.

1.1 Paper Organisation
Section I explores the basic ideas involved in DNA sequence compression. Subsequently, section II explores
various reviews of the existing works related to this context. Then, the proposed methodology is explained in
section III. The results obtained through the implementation of the proposed system is discussed in section IV.
Finally, the overall summary of the proposed system is concluded in section V.
II.

REVIEW OF EXISTING WORK

This section reviews the various existing methodologies related to DNA sequence compression.
The rapid development of effective data compressors corresponding to the DNA sequences is vital to minimise
the storage and transmission bandwidth. It is mainly needed for analysis. This study [6] recommended a
compression algorithm on the basis of DNA sequence binary representation. Initially, a new methodology has
been used for DNA sequence compression. Then, it is converted into binary form. The resulting DNA has been
compressed by the use of Extended ASCII encoding. Here one character denotes four nucleotides. The proposed
methodology is found to be effective in terms of the compression ratio. Yet, this study has to be further improved
by employing the proposed method to compression algorithms on the basis of Markov models for prognosticating
the frequency of individual nucleotide relying on the genome region. This will help in accomplishing an effective
compression rate than the existing methods. Moreover, various compression algorithms intend to compress DNA
sequences. This paper [7] found that techniques that rely on multi-reference can afford efficient performance than
the existing techniques. Yet, it is ineffective in terms of time complexity. Thus, a better algorithm has to be
developed with respect to time complexity and compression rate. In addition, this article [8] explored lossless
compressor with enhanced compression abilities for the DNA sequences denoting varied domains. The outcomes
revealed that the recommended technique accomplished a better compression ratio when compared to traditional
methods using a diverse benchmark. The computational properties required by the introduced strategy are
competitive. Similarly, this paper [9] explored that various executions of Huffman encoding include the features
of DNA sequence and it is confirmed to exhibit better compression of DNA data. Moreover, this article [10]
presented a DNA sequence corpus to perform a compression benchmark. An analysis on the basis of compression
has been implemented on the corpus. Thus, the proposed corpus has been used to execute a compression
benchmark that exhibits a clear partitioning from XM and GeCo (DNA compressors) about the compression
capability. This study has to perform a full comparison of the proposed and existing methods. Accordingly, this
paper [11] recommended a Compress Best for DNA sequence compression that aids in accomplishing an effective
compression ratio. It is effective than the traditional compression methodologies. Likewise, this paper [12]
introduced a DNA sequence compression algorithm. This is found to exhibit an effective compression ratio than
the existing methods. However, the decompressing time makes it unfit for huge data. Additionally, this study [13]
proposed effective compression of DNA sequences with NNs (Neural Networks). It has been found that the
recommended technique is portable and need only the model possibilities as inputs, thereby affording effective
adaptation to additional data analysis tools based on compression or data compressors.
For the alphabets in DNA (A – Adenine, C – Cytosine, G – Guanine and T – Thymine), the average length of
description corresponding to two bits per base indicates the maximum length needed for DNA encoding. The
merits, as well as the demerits of the traditional compression methodologies, have been re-examined, and a new
attempt has been initiated. Based on the comparative analysis of the traditional methods [14], a new technique has
been introduced to compress the DNA sequence without relying on the sequence set statistics. The existing
techniques considered only self-references. Moreover, this study accomplished maximum compression ratio and
will be advantageous when cross similarities have been taken into account. In addition, this paper [15]
recommended a compression algorithm for DNA sequence compression. This technique considered
intrachromosomal and interchromosomal similarities. The results revealed that the extrachromosomal matches are
found to be maximum when compared to inter-chromosomal matches. This aids to accomplish an effective
compression ratio. On the other hand, the DNA sequences can be completely compressed only when the mature
dictionary is organised for replacement purpose. Similarly, this paper [16] presented a representation technique
for DNA isolate compression. Effective outcomes have been attained in compressing the DNA sequence. Yet, this
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study has to enhance the compression accuracy. Likewise, this article [17] recommended a compression technique
termed DeepDNA, which is a hybrid convolutional and recurrent DNN (Deep Neural Network) to accomplish
compression of DNA sequence. The experimental outcomes on the DNA datasets exhibit the efficiency of the
proposed methodology. This study could show strategies to operate with the lossless compression of DNA
sequences in the near future. Moreover, this study [18] examined several methodologies for compressing DNA
data to accomplish efficient storage. The analysis explores that the efficient analysis for compressing DNA
sequence remains a challenge for the investigators. Accordingly, this article [19] recommended a lossless
compression strategy termed CIGAR Coil consists of the DNA reads. The proposed system is analysed to validate
its efficiency. The results revealed that the proposed system showed better results than the existing methods.
Moreover, this paper [20] introduced a methodology to minimise the DNA size that utilised the RLIBC (Run
Length Index-Based Coding) methodology that performs DNA sample encryption, thereby minimises its size. A
comparative analysis has been performed by comparing the proposed and existing methods. The analytical results
revealed that the proposed system is effective than the existing system with respect to less complexity and effective
compression ratio.
Similarly, this paper [21]introduced and devised techniques for compressing the DNA sequence using NN
predictors. Efficient results have been obtained through the proposed methodology. Yet, the compressor
performance has to be improved so as to enhance the system efficacy. Moreover, this study [22] recommended a
lossless compression methodology that compresses data on the basis of two tiers. This proposed selection
encryption corresponding to the modified RSA methodology is a strategy for computational resource minimisation
for huge sized DNA. The drawback of this study is the compression of DNA sequence is one-pass. On the other
hand, this study [23] proposed the selective encryption and repeat methodology for compressing the DNA
sequences through the modified Huffman methodology. Thus, effective outcomes have been attained through the
proposed method. Likewise, this study [24] recommended an effective and quick sequence compression
methodology on the basis of the variable LUT (Look Up Table) and Differential Direct Coding. The outcomes
revealed that the recommended algorithm is effective than the traditional method. The suggested algorithm may
afford effective compression as the lengthy sequences have been frequently found in the huge sequences.
Similarly, this paper [25] recommended a substitution technique for compressing the DNA sequence. This
recommended technique has accomplished an effective compression rate, thereby possessing added merits in
dynamic programming. Yet, the compression rate has to be upgraded further so as to improve the system
efficiency. Additionally, this article [26] explored the dictionary-based methodologies to compress the DNA
sequences via different repetitive structures. These are inbuilt within these sequences. Effective outcomes have
been attained through the proposed method. Likewise, this study [27] aimed to exhibit the efficiency in
compression on a 2L (Two-level) inverted index personalised for the n-gram indices. This study surveyed the
inverted index compression by optimising the PFD compression methodology termed Optimal PForDelta
(Optimal PForDelta) and Inter-Polative Coding (IPC). The proposed method is analysed to assess the performance
efficiency. The results revealed that the proposed system is effective than the existing methods. Yet, this system
has to be extended further so as to enhance the compression rate. Accordingly, this paper [28] explored various
technologies that intend to minimise the transmission and storage costs and improve the transmission speed and
facilitate in dealing with these DNA data by affording an efficient and flexible solution for compression. Yet, this
study needs further enhancement in data compression as well as representation. On the contrary, this article [29]
recommended an iCGR (integer Chaos Game Representation) of DNA sequences for compression. This proposed
methodology affords a potential tool to accomplish sequential analysis as well as operations. On the other hand,
this study [30] introduced a NAF (Nucleotide Archival Format) that permits effective lossless and reference-free
DNA sequence compression. This also affords an effective integration of compactness as well as effective
compression speed that make it best for the data transfer in one time.
III.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

According to biological researchers, the DNA sequence is the long string comprised of certain significant genetic
information. The DNA researchers are recently increasing, and thus the users facing certain challenges in transfer,
data storage and maintenance. There is a space requirement for storage because of the greater sequence size.
Therefore, a method is required to decrease the amount of space needed. Data compression is an effective process
to reduce DNA sequence size. It can result in reduced storage space and the requirement of bandwidth transfer.
In this study, the large set of DNA sequences are focused, and the data compression has been performed to reduce
the storage space using the Deep LSTM Neural Network, and the flow is shown in figure.1. The data compression
result of the DNA sequence is further obtained with respect to compressed ratio, time and loss.
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Figure.1. Proposed Flow

In this proposed study, the DNA sequences are input sequences in which the data is loaded initially. Further, the
vectorizer technique is performed using the encoder, channel and decoder shown in Figure.2. Encoder comprised
with vectors, indexing and codebook generation. The data is divided into non-overlapping blocks. Effective
codebook generation is considered a significant task for Vectorization. To the receiver, the index number is
transferred through the channel, finally, in a decoder comprised with index table, reconstructed output and
codebook. Both transmitter and receiver received a similar codebook. Thus the input data is identical to
reconstructed output data.

Encoder

Decoder

Original
input

Reconstructed
input

Compressed
representation
Figure.2. LSTM Compression

3.1 Deep LSTM Neural Network
The LSTM model generally depends on sequence to sequence pattern[31]. The correct output probability is
maximised by this trained model resulted in the input sequence. For every training pair (x,y), the parametric model
is learned with θ-parameter, which solves the optimisation problem,

𝜃∗

𝑎𝑟𝑔 max ∑

,

log 𝑝 𝑌 |𝑋; 𝜃

(1)

From Eq. (1), the overall training is presumed as a sum. A similar architecture is utilised for modelling the
probability 'p'. LSTM is designed in such a way as to avoid disappearing gradients, and some long-distance
dependencies is remembered from the input sequence. The general LSTM architecture is presented in figure.3.
The input is fed in the reversed way, and it has performing empirically well. Through the initial way over input,
the LSTM network has expected in learning the input sentences in compact and distributed representation, and
the right predictions are start generated. After that, the model proceeds. The following Eq. (2) decomposed by
chain rule,

𝑝 𝑌|𝑋; 𝜃
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No independence assumptions have been made. If the 𝜃 ∗ optimum value is constructed, the DNA sequence
compression is estimated through,

𝑌

𝑎𝑟𝑔 max 𝑝 𝑌|𝑋; 𝜃 ∗

(3)
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Figure.3. Deep LSTM Architecture

In LSTM model, the sequence to sequence are reviewed. Schmidhuber and Hochreiter [32] modelled the LSTM
as described below. Let consider input, control and memory state as𝑎 , 𝑐 and 𝑠 at a time 𝑡. The input sequence
is (𝑎 , … … . . , 𝑎 , 𝑐sequence is computed by LSTM as (𝑐 , … … . . , 𝑐 ) and the s-sequence is (𝑠 , … … . . , 𝑠 ) are
illustrated as,

𝑖

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚 𝑊 𝑎

𝑊𝑐

(4)

𝑖

tan ℎ 𝑊 𝑎

𝑊𝑐

(5)

𝑓

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚 𝑊 𝑎

𝑊𝑐

(6)

𝑜

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚 𝑊 𝑎

𝑊𝑐

(7)

𝑠

𝑠

⨀𝑓

𝑖 ⨀𝑖

(8)

From the above Eq. (8), ⨀ defines multiplication of element-wise with 𝑊 , … … . . , 𝑊 and 𝑐 are considered as
model parameters. Element-wise computation is seen to all non-linearity. The training objective is maximised by
the stochastic gradient descent based on all parameters.
This study utilised LSTM architecture. Commonly used stacked LSTM layers allowed the higher layers for higherorder representations learning related to the input. The overfitting is prevented by dense layers. The encoder and
decoder process with respect to compression ratio using LSTM is depicted in figure.3., After the GO symbol read,
the output layer predicts, three labels are read as 0-if the word is removed, 1-if the word is sustained in
compression. The proposed algorithm for the LSTM Neural network with encoder and decoder process is shown
below,
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Algorithm-LSTM Neural Network with Encoder and Decoder
1.
Function ENCODE, DECODE(X)
2.
Lstm ← CREATE LSTM
3.
LayersStates ← INITIALIZELAYERS (Lstm)
4.
for all𝑍 ∈ 𝑅𝐸𝑉𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐸 𝑧 do
5.
Layersstate ← ONESTEP Lstm, LayersState, 𝑍 )
6.
end for
7.
LayersState ←ONESTEP (Lstm, LayersState, GO)
8.
Create the vector. Each item contains the state of the layers, the
labels predicted so far, and probability.
9.
Encoder← 𝐿𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒, ,1.0
10. for all 𝑍 ∈ 𝑍do
11. Decode← {}12
12. for all 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠, 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏 ∈ 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚, do
a.
𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠 ←
ONESTEP Lstm, LayersState, 𝑍 )
13. for all 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 ∈ 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠do
14. 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚 ← 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∪ 𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙, 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏 ∗ 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡. 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏
15. end for
16. end for
17. Decoder← topN (Nextvector)
18. end for
19. return top (decode)
20. end function

In the decoding process, searching through all likely output sequences provided as X by considering Eq. (3). For
LSTM, the old history is assessed for every prediction. Eq. (2) cannot be simplified using the Markov supposition.
At decoding time, the search space is exponential on input length.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section discusses the results obtained by implementing the Deep LSTM Neural Network for DNA sequence
compression. The proposed system is analysed by comparing it with the existing methods with respect to ratio,
time and loss. The analytical results are discussed here.
The below table-1 shows the comparative analysis of the proposed and existing Fast Reference Free method and
AGIC in terms of ratio, time and loss.
Table-1. Comparative analysis of the proposed And existing system[33] in terms of various parameters
Algorithm

Ratio

Time

Loss

Fast Reference Free Method

5

42.62 sec

0.2101

AGIC

9

8403.32 sec

0.2107

Proposed

5

2.56

0.156

From the above table-1, it is clear that the existing Fast Reference Free method shows 5 as compression ratio, and
the existing AGIC shows 9 as compression ratio. On the contrary, the proposed method exhibits 5 as compression
ratio. Here AGIC is found to show a high ratio. But, the optimal compression ratio is 5 as it shows a minimum
loss. Moreover, the existing AGIC shows a high loss at a rate of 0.2107. This is followed by the existing Fast
Reference Free method, which shows loss at a rate of 0.2101, and the proposed method shows 0.156 as the loss
rate. Thus, the proposed method shows minimum loss when compared to the existing methods. Similarly, the
existing Fast Reference Free method takes 42.62 sec for compression, the existing AGIC takes 8403.32 sec, and
the proposed method takes 2.56 sec to compress the DNA sequence data. Thus the proposed method takes
minimum time for compression.
The analysis of the proposed and existing system in terms of ratio is shown in the below figure.4.
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Fast Reference Free
Method
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Proposed

Algorithm
Figure.4. Comparative analysis of the proposed and existing methods [33]in terms of ratio

From the above figure.4, it is clear that the proposed method shows an optimal compression ratio than the
existing methods. Here the existing AGIC method is found to show a high compression ratio. But, if the
compression ratio exceeds beyond 5 then the loss rate will start increasing. Thus the optimal compression rate is
5, which is attained by the proposed system. Here the existing Fast Reference Free Method also shows 5 as
compression rate. But, this method shows high loss when compared to the proposed system. It is graphically
shown in the below figure.5.

Loss

Loss
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
Fast
Reference
Free Method

AGIC

Proposed

Algorithm
Figure.5. Comparative analysis of the proposedand existing methods [33]in terms of loss

From the above figure.5, it is found that the existing AGIC shows a high loss rate. This is followed by the existing
Fast Reference Free Method that exhibits high loss rate than the proposed system. Thus the proposed method
shows minimum loss than the other two existing methods.
Hence, the proposed method is found to be effective than the other two existing methods in terms of ratio, time
and loss, thereby effectively compressing the DNA sequence data.
Moreover, each DNA sequences (A, G, C and T) are encoded in binary form. It is shown in the below table-2.
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Table-2. Binary encoding for DNA sequences
Sequence

Binary Encoded

A

10

G

11

C

101

T

111

The four DNA sequences are encoded in binary. The DNA sequence 'A' is encoded in binary form as 10, the DNA
sequence 'G' is encoded as 11, 'C' is encoded as 101, and 'T' is encoded as 111. In this way, the four DNA sequences
are encoded and later processed. In addition, the original size of the sequence before compression and after
compression is computed, and the results of the proposed and existing methods are comparatively analysed, as
shown in the below table-3.
Table-3. Comparative analysis[11] in terms of compression ratio
Compression ratio percentage (%) after compression
Dataset

The original size of sequence before
compression (Bytes)
58,864

Human
Gene

BDNAS
algorithm
33.33

Lossless
compression
32.61

CompressBest
algorithm
32.53

Proposed
24.56

From the above table-3, it is found that the original size of the sequence before compression is 58,864 bytes. Thus,
after compression, the existing algorithms shows maximum compression rate when compared to the proposed
system. It is graphically shown in the below figure.6.

Compression Ratio(%)

Human Gene-Compression ratio
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
BDNAS algorithm

Lossless
CompressBest
compression
algorithm
Algorithm

Proposed

Figure.6. The compression ratio of DNA sequences[11]

From the above figure.6, it is found that the proposed system is effective than the existing system in terms of
compression rate as it exhibits minimum compression rate when compared to the existing method.
Subsequently, the count of each DNA sequences are determined, and it is graphically shown in the below figure.7.
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Figure.7. Count of DNA sequences

From the above figure.7, it is clear that the count of DNA sequence 'A' is 1200. The count of DNA sequence 'T'
is 800, the count of DNA sequence 'C' is 1000, and the count of DNA sequence 'G' is 600. Hence, the count of
DNA sequence 'A' is higher, followed by 'C', 'T' and 'G'.
V. CONCLUSION
DNA sequence compression is vital in the research area as it has various merits. Thus, the vectorizer technique is
performed using the encoder, channel and decoder. Then, the encoder and decoder are set for compression. This
study proposed a Deep LSTM Neural Network to compress the DNA sequence data. The compression results are
analysed in terms of various metrics to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed system. The metrics include ratio,
time and loss. The analytical results revealed that the proposed system exhibited minimum compression loss,
optimal compression ratio and utilised the minimum time to compress the DNA sequence data. These results
revealed the efficiency of the proposed system in compressing the DNA sequence. Additionally, the performance
of the proposed method is analysed by comparing it with the traditional methodologies. The results from
comparative analysis also revealed the efficacy of the proposed methodology.
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